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tamed its gentlenes and kindness through all these trials ; how 

his mind rose above the ' meannesses of poverty,' to which, as 

he says, he was compelled to submit; but it would be still 

more wonderful, had his manners acquired a tone correspond 

ing to the innate grace and refinement of his intellect. He 

was near forty years of age when he published 
? 
The Travel 

ler,' and was lifted by it into celebrity. As is beautifully said 

of him by Foster, one of the most correct of Ms biographers, 
' he 

has fought Ms way to consideration and esteem ; but he bears 

upon Mm the scars of his twelve years' conflict ; of the mean 

sorrows through which he has passed ; and of the cheap. 

indulgences he has sought relief and help from. There is 

nothing plastic in his nature now. His manners and habits 

are completely formed ; and in them any further success can 

make little favourable change, whatever it may effect for Ms 

mind or genius.' 
" 

Had we space, we might tell how the success of Ms first 

comedy made Goldsmith still more careless and extravagant ; 
how he was still obliged", m order.to keep up the appearance 
he. had lately assumed, to chaw long and heavy drafts 

on Ms future labours ; how the hack authorsMp on which 

he had engaged, produced the Histories of Rome and Greece, 

which, though mere compilations, bear unmistakable evi 

dences of Ms charming style, and wMch still continue as 

popular as ever ; how, retreathig^to Canonbury Tower, Isling 
ton, he wrote the "Deserted Village""?that exquisite poem !? 

and compiled Ms " 
Animated Nature," wMch, as Johnson 

says, is as interesting as a Persian tale ; how. the Royal 

Academy, but then newly arrived at maturity, presents him 
with the honorary title of Professor of History ; how.he goes 
into polite society, and meets with the beautiful Miss Horneck, 
the 

" 
Jessamy Bride ;" how, when Ms mother died, he gave 

his portion of her wealth to Ms family, though he sorely 
wanted it himself ; how broken health and failing spirits gave 
sad warning of the end ; how the lamp burns bright again, 
and another comedy?" She Stoops to Conquer 

" 
?dazzles the 

town ; how he preferred independence to party writing and 

political Mre, scorning assistance which was to purchase 

principle ; how the end, so long in coming, came at last, 
hastened by anxiety, privation, debt, and difficulties of all 

sorts. But for a detailed relation of all these, we must refer 

the reader to Foster's Life of Goldsmith ; or, better still, to 

Washington Irving's admirable Biography. 
On the 25th of March, 1774, Goldsmith was to be present at 

his club, but in the afternoon he felt so unwell that he was 

obliged to retire to bed. He had skilful medical attention and 

faithful nursing, but all was in vain. 'He sank rapidly ; the 

anxieties and fears wMch had made his life a constant succes 

sion of miseries, with here and there a bright spot, like those 

happy days when he basked in the smile of the 
" 

Jessamy 

Bride," did not in his last hour desert him. His physician 
remarked to him that Ms puls? was beating more rapidly than 

his state of health, bad as it was, seemed to warrant. 
" 

Is 

your mind at ease r" he then inquired. 
" 

No, it is not," was 
the sad and momentous answer. There was a world of mean 

ing in tMs last utterance 
' 
of a great heart broken down by 

misfortune. It is full of warning and instruction. Before the 

eyes of him who had already earned a reputation, wMch shall 
last as long as the tongue in wMch Ms thoughts are ensMined, 
and on whose head the praises of the wisest and greatest of 
an age fertile in gemus had been poured, a host of wasted 

efforts, wasted talents, misapplied energies, and lost opportu 
nities rose in black array, and shut out from the view all 

gleams of a happy future, and all those endearing remims 
censes upon which the memory in" the last hour loves to 
dwell. And thus he died, on April 4th, 1774. The\worst 
that can be said of Mm is, that he was wanting in discretion, 
perseverance, and decision, and that he .was more generous 
than just. Against those weaknesses we may set off a thou 

sand-virtues, if, when rising from a perusal of his works', we 

,are worldly enough to look upon the author's memory with 

any other feeling than one of sympathising and grateful 
regret. His sorrows and disappointments "in this world amply 
atoned for the follies wMch caused them, and the refined and 

graceful sensibility, the luifeigned love of truth and virtue, 
that delicate appreciation of the wants and feelings of others, 
and that longing desire for calm and shelter hi the society of 
those he loved and those who loved him, wMch he has so 

beautifully embodied in one of the most exqMsit? productions 
of his pen, are claims for the respect and-admiration of pos 

terity, wMch time can never wear out. - 

He died in debt, and was interred in the burial-ground of 
the Temple church ; and soon afterwards the members of the 

Literary Club raised a subscription for a-monument, to Ms 

memory. The bust executed by Nollekens, has been gazed at 

by thousands in the Poets' Corner of Westminster Abbey. 
Beneath it, on' a wMte marble tablet, is a Latin epitaph, fur 

nished by Johnson, of which the following is a translation :? 

OF 
OLIVER GOLDSMITH, 

A Poet, Naturalist, and Historian, 
Who left scarcely any style of writing 

untouched, 
And touched nothing that he did not adorn ; 

Of all the passions, 
Whether smiles were to be moved or tears, 

A powerful yet gentle master ; 
In genius, sublime, vivid, versatile, 

In style, elevated, clear, elegant? 
The love of companions, 

The fidelity of friends, 
And the veneration of readers, . 

Have by this monument honoured the memory. 
He was born in Ireland, 
At a place called Pallas, 

[In the parish] of Forney, [and county] of Longford 
On the 29th Nov., 1731 ; 

Educated at [the University of] Dublin ; 
And die? in London, 

" 

4th April, 1774, 

_?_ ;\'. ; 
: 

: I .'.? 

STEEL PENS AND THEIR MANUFACTURE. .' j 

The poet iiow-a-days wiites with a steel pen on cream-laid 

post paper. He no longer invokes Ms 
" 

grey goose-quill," but 

contents himself with a " 
magnum-bonum," wherewith to 

indite a " sonnet to his mistress's eyebrow." Within the last 

thirty years or so ? most astonishing revolution has taken 

place in the manufacture of pens. When the writer ?and 

perhaps many of Ms readers?went to school, all the caligraphy 
was produced by means of the quill, and- the making and 

mending of a pen in a clean and. graceful manner used to be 

considered quite a great feat. Even at a time not so remote as 

.the period we speak of, quill pens?after due preparation in 

the drying kiln?were cut and fashioned with a knife to, pre 

pare them for sale. The professional pencutter?and there 

were many hi the trade then, for in the Bank of England, and 

all other commercial establishments, the quill was used long 
after the introduction of steel pens?was in the habit of 

making, in,a single, day, about two-thirds of- a long thousand 

pens ; and a long thousand, be it known to all who. are 

unacquainted with the art and mystery of stationery, consists 
of twelve hundred articles. At . one. house inv-* Shoe-lan?, 
London, there were annually manufactured about sixJ millions 

of pens for the use of the commercial public. At the time^of 

wMch we speak, it was calculated that not more than one in 

ten of all the quills that were, made into pens were ever 

mended. The trade in "office pens" became so large as to 

induce manufacturers to produce them in thousands ; and to 

this day there are sold in London 
" office pens," with wMch a 

word has never been written, and v/Mch are turned-out by the 

gross by a pen-making machine, tied up in scores, and then 

ends just dipped in the ink, to deceive unwary hunters after 
" 

cheapness." 
Well do we remember the gay flourishings with which our 
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writing-master was wont to decorate some of oui* juvenile per 

formances, and the high complacency with which we regarded 
his favourite motto, 

" 
Vive la plume !" Again and again,%too, 

have we looked most admiringly on the splendid specimens of 

caligraphy wMch were suspended for many years on the walls 

of the old Royal Exchange, with the true commercial notifi 

cation of the names and addresses of their respective writers. 

One of the celebrities of these, in that day, named Tomkins, 
considered penmansliip to be one of the fine arts ; and 

Chantrey flattered him by admitting tMs as a reason "for a 

lower charge for Ms bust. He bequeathed to the British 

Museum Ms opus magnum?a copy of Macklin's Bible, pro 

fusely embellished with the most beautiful and varied decora 

tions of his pen, on the express condition, however, of the 

acceptance of the bust ; thus indissolubly uniting for the eye 
of posterity the artist and his work. 

There are few of us who are not familiar with the pMase, 
" 

according to Cocker," but not many of us, probably, are 

aware that the writing-master and arithmetician, the author of 

the "Pen's Ascendancy," taught and resided hi St. Paul's 

Churchyard; or that a copy of 
" Cocker's Arithmetic" is now 

so rare and invaluable, as to be literally "worth its weight in 

gold." This is not precisely the place, or we might enlarge 
on the influence which the pen has exercised over civilisation, 

morality, and religion, and get enthusiastic over the poet's 

lines,? 
" 'Tis to the pen and press we mortals owe 

All we believe, and almost all we know." 

But we forbear. Oui* present business is not so much with 

the moral and poetic pen, 
" the gray goose-quill" aforesaid, 

as with the little steel weapon so well known on every desk 

and in every counting-house. 
As in ordinary use, the friction of a quill pen on the paper, 

and the softening produced by the ink, tended to wear away 

the nibs, various plans were projected to obviate tMs incon 

vemence. The most successful was one wMch proposed to 

increase the durability of quill pens by means of metallic 

points ; but, as what was gained in this respect was lost in 

elasticity, tMs method failed to attract great public attention. 

The combination of the two qualities was, however, still sought. 

Thus, horn and tortoiseshell were cut into nibs, and softened 

hi boiling water ; small pieces 0f diamond, ruby, and other 

precious stones were then imbedded into them by pressure ; 

and one manufacturer actually formed his Mbs of rubies, 

set hi fine gold ! Considerable elasticity was gained in 

this way ; with such pens a fine and beautiful hand could be 

Avritten, and that with a uniformity otherwise unattainable ; 

and, with due care, they were not affected by the labour of 

several years. Their elasticity was subsequently increased by 

a spring, which was made to slide backwards and forwards on 

the back of such pens ; but the drying of the ink upon the 

spring seriously neutralised its action, and led to its disuse. 

Meanwhile, there was a solitary steel pen to be met with, 

mounted in a bone case, for the convenience of carrying in the 

pocket, and sold by the stationers as " Wise's steel pen." It 

was sometimes given as a prize for writing at a school, or hi 

a family, and it was cMefly adapted to those who wanted 

only its occasional use ; indeed, its high price would not 

permit of its extensive adoption. This pen was made by Mr. 

Wise, of London, so far back as 1803; but for more than 

twenty years, a good and cheap steel pen remained a desi 

deratum. 

It was about the year, 1822?when steel pens were only 

regarded as an humble accessory to the steel-toy trade, from 

their novelty hi a recent adaptation of them to knives and 

pencil-cases?that Mr. Gillott, of Birmingham, determined 

on making them articles of commerce. It has been doubted 

whether this gentleman, or a Mr. Stephens, of London, was 

the first to bring this useful little article within the means of 

the million ; and, indeed, the fact is of little consequence now. 

There was, however, much to be done for the realisation of 

this purpose, but from this the manufacturer did not smink ; 

and he not only invented the necessary tools and machines, 

but fabricated them himself. It was not long before a rewarc 
came for Ms ingenuity and toil ; and so great is the demand a1 
the present day, that various scientific men have devoted time 
and money to the improvement of the steel pen. Alberl 

Smith, in Ms " 
Constantinople," tells us that the steel pens oi 

Birmingham are always to be found in the packs and baskets 
of the Turkish pedlars. In 1828, therefore, there was invented 
and brought hito operation a self-acting pen-macMne, to work 

by steam-power. Since that time the manufacture of steel 

pens has progressed from year to year ; the machinery oj 

modern times, as well as the various ingenious appliances foi 

perfecting tools, have been brought to bear on the sfeel pen 
manufacture. The visitors to the Great Exhibition of 1851 
will remember the varieties of steel pens shown by the several 

English manufacturers. The stall of Mr. Orillott consisted oi 
steel pens, indescribably diversified in form, from the magnum 
bonum, well adapted to the banker's cash-book or the mer 

chant's ledger, t*o some so extremely minute that they might 
have been plied by the smallest fingers in Swift's Laputa. As 
a specimen of the huge, there was a pen, exquisitely finished, 

one-yard-in--length; and'Weighing five pounds, with wMch a 

Brobdignagian might have inscribed a missive to "his lady 
love ;" while the metal of which it was formed, would have 

made no fewer than 1,092,397 of the tiny pens, which it 

required good eyes to see, and a microscope to accurately and 

fully examine. The various processes by wMch such results 
are attained must be regarded as deeply interesting by every 

intelligent mind ; and we shall therefore proceed to answer the 

questions naturally arising respecting them, calling in to" our 

aid pictorial representation. 

Bfrmingham is the great workshop for steel pens ; and as 

we had recently an opportunity of'seeing the various pro 
cesses of their manufacture hi one of the largest pen factories, 

we shall briefly describe them in the most untechnical manner 

hi our power. 
As the interiors of most factories, both at home and abroad, 

are very similar?large buildings with huge windows, and great 
rooms filled with workmen and machinery?we need not pause 
to note any speciality in the factory we visited, but proceed 
at once to describe the processes employed in the making o? 
steel pens, which are common to all manufacturers. First, 

we must notice the 

ROLLING OF THE STEEL. 

In one room the visitor will perceive great sheets of steel, 

apparently adapted to some vast fabric,?the congeners oi 

the sheets of copper about to be placed on a merchant vessel, 
or one of her Majesty's frigates. No one, at the moment, 
thinks as he looks at them of steel pens, and yet these 

great masses of metal are made at Sheffield for no other pur 

pose than to be converted into pens. Thus is one manufacture 

dependant on another;?and here the sheets of steel lie in 

heaps, waiting the first process tMough which they have to 

pass. This is then being cut into strips by a macMne some 

what like a hand chaff-cutter ; the width of the strips being 

regulated by the size of the pens into which it is intended 

they shall be manufactured. Other processes speedily follow ; 
for the strips of metal are annealed,?that is, heated in a 

furnace nearly to fluidity and suffered to cool gradually, so 

as to lose the hardness and brittlencss acquired by hammer 

big hi sheets, and to recover their malleability; scoured in 

sulphuric acid to remove the oxide ; and then rolled,?oi 
which latter process we give an illustration. For this purpose 
two hon cylinders are placed in a strong hon frame ; and the 

distance between them,?which of course is greater or less, 

according to the thickness required for the future pen 
- is 

regulated by two powerful screws placed above. The firsl 

rollers to which they are taken are called the 
" 

Breaking 
down Rollers ;" and, 

. after passing through these, the strips 
are led on to other rollers which are lighter. Thus the strips 
are rolled from 17 inches hi length and 1.V wide, till the} 
arc 66 long and 4i- in width, when ordinary pens are to be 

made from them ; the large pens, so well known under the 
name of Magnum-Bonums, and which have a barrel handh 
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to fit a pencil, &c, require a far greater quantity of steel. 

Each strip of steel is gauged, and if it is not of the right 
thickness, it is passed through the rollers till the proper 

gauge is precisely attained. The gauge, of which there are 

many, it may be. remarked, is simply a small plate of steel, 

having hi it several nicks, and being applied to the strip with 

the hand. In all the processes of rolling, a stream of water 

constantly falls on the rollers to keep them cool, and for the 

same purpose the strips of steel are occasionally dipped hi oil. 

In this way, then, we have a metamorphosis effected, which, if 

not equal to. one of Ovid's, is of1 no ordinary kind. An ugly 
black plate of steel is transformed into delicate metallic 

ribbands, beautifully bright and supple, so as*to move about on 

the hand like nothing we can think of but twining snakes. 

In our illustration, one* boy appears passing the strip of steel 

between the rollers, which are set in motion by steam-power, 
while the other is seen drawing it out. 

CUTTING OUT THE BLANKS. 

The ribbands of steel are now taken up to one of the. long 
rooms above. These rooms are filled with presses, before 

each one of which a female worker is seated. There is hi all 

steel-pen factories an abundance of light; and warmth, cleanli 

ness, and ventilation are fully attended to. The work is 

admirably fitted for females, as it is light and wholesome, and 

requires that delicate attention for which the sex is remarkable. 
Astonishment at the sight of apparently endless rows of 

presses is the first sentiment that pervades the mind. The 

presses are of a similar construction to those used in snopper 

ing, a process we shall presently explain. All the lady 
workers are employed hi the cutting out of "blanks." A 

glance at the diagram below will render the meaning-of the 
word "blank" intelligible. In the engraving is seen the repre 

PIECE OF STEEL WITH THE BLANKS CUT OUT. 

sentation of apiece of steel after the "blanks" have been cut out, 
and three different shapes of "blanks," the largest being intended 

for a barrel pen. The points will be observed ranged together, 
a plan which is adopted to prevent waste of material. The 

ribbands of steel, after being thus completely riddled, are sent 

back to Sheffield to be recast. 

The rapidity with wMch these "blanks 
" 

are cut out from the 

slip of polished metal is not a little surprising, when the com 

plexity of the process is examined. To produce a perfect " 
blank," the ribband of steel has to be nicely adjusted on the 

die ; the punch, wMch is attached to the lower end of the 

screw, has to be brought down sharply upon it by means of a 

handle; and, as successive "blanks" are produced, due care 

has to be taken so as to avoid what is technically called 

"waste." And yet, though each gross contains 144 separate 

pieces, a female will cut out 300 gross in a day?that is, 
43,200 "blanks;" a remarkable instance of rapid and ac 

erbate manipulation. The next processes are? 

SIDE-SLITTING, PIERCING, STAMPING, AND STOPPERING. 

The "blanks" are transferred from the press in which they are 

thus produced, to another, where, placed on a die, they are 

side-slit, by the descent of two little cutters. They are then 

pierced, as will be seen in the diagrams ; but, sometimes, the 
two processes take place at once. At one end of the room for 

cutting out " 
blanks," there are two macliines, into wMch long 

strips of steel are placed, and from wMch machine the 

"blanks 
" 

come forth both side-slit and pierced. Though the 

machines are constructed with the greatest accuracy, and 

though they are kept in the brightest and best possible state 

for action, they are only used for inferior pens ; their products 

bearing no comparison with those in which the wonder 

working fingers of the human hand are successfully employed. 
That the embryo pen may be duly prepared for another 

stage of its course, it is annealed in a furnace, technically 
called a muffle. A blind man might suppose, on being con 

ducted to the next room, that a platoon-firing was going on, 

though the sound is not quite so loud. This singular noise is 

produced by the process of stamping ; for each of the semi 

pens already described is brought under a stamp constructed 
on the same principle as those used in electro-plate works, and 

only on a smaller scale. The girl who sits at the siioppering 
machhie places the flat "blank," sicle-slit, pierced and softened, 

rightly on the die,- her foot raises the weight, and, hi a second, 
out comes the pen, bearing upon it the ornament and inscrip 
tion proper to each particular kind. Sometimes it is a simple 

warranted, as hi the diagram ; at others, there is the Loco 

motive for the pen bearing that name ; but art in the pen 
manufacture sometimes takes a higher flight, as When a pen is 

adorned by a portrait of Jenny Lind, or by one of the Presi 

dent, or Queen Victoria, or any other great personage. These 

adornments are simply for the purposes of trade, and, of 

course, do not enhance the value, of the little histruments by 
a cent rin a gross. Such devices, however, might be reckoned 

by hundreds ; while all ordinary names, such as the Corres 

pondent's Pen, the Commercial Pen, or the Lady's Pen, have 

been executed by myriads. Even the distinctive marks of one 

house have been reckoned at 3,000. 

Snopped. 
Side Slit. 

? 

Ground. 

Pierced; 

^JsRR&RSEZD 

-) ^ 
Stamped. Slit. 

The process called snoppering gives the 
" 

blank," thus side 

slit and stamped, its curve?the convex surface, hi fact, of a 

steel pen. Our illustration shows the concave die and the 

convex punch, by which the rotundity is produced. In 

barrel pens, which are partially rounded by snoppering, the 

completion of the barrel form is conducted by children, by 
means of a very simple but ingenious machine. The next 

processes are the 

TEMPERING, GRINDING, AND COLOURING. 

Up to this point of the manufacture, the steel pens, it should 

be remembered, are in a soft-steel state, and might, therefore, 

be very easily put out of shape ; they are, therefore, taken 
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again to the muffle. ??or this process they are put into small 
iron boxes, fifteen of wMch hold a hundred gross. A few of 
these pen boxes, in an empty state, will be observed on the 

floor, hi the engraving. A man takes these boxes, in succes 

sion, with a long pair of tongs, and one of the doors of the 
muffle being raised, he puts them in, as is represented in the 

illustration, where they continue about half an hour. On 

being withdrawn, the boxes are dexterously emptied into one 

of the cans of oil, a representation of wMch may be perceived 
on the left of the engraving. After remaining in the oil for a 

short time they are strained, by the hmer tin hi wMch they 
are being drawn out of the outer one. A scouring of the pens 

follows, wMch is accomplished with poimded casting-pot and 

water, and a little quicklime to prevent rusting. The pens 
are now cleansed by being put into a tin cylinder, with saw 

dust. A rotatory motion being given to the cylinder, they are 

shaken about, and' the oil is removed. In the illustration a 
man may be observed sifting the pens, the sawdust falling into 
one of the tins. As they become very brittle by hardening, so 
that as before they would readily bend, and would now as 

readily break, they are tempered?that is, brought to the 

precise state of hardness that is desirable? in an apparatus 
also used for colouring, wMch will presently be described. 

The Grinding-room of the factory must now be visited. 
Here a number of wheels are in rapid gyration, saluting the 
ear with hissings, like a menagerie of snakes. Each pen is 

held hi a pair of pincers, specially constructed, for a few 

seconds, against a rotating wheel of birchwood, cut across the 

gram, and carefully loaded to prevent jarring, wMch would 
otherwise arise to a fearful extent, but which now runs as 

easily as possible, without the slightest noise. . The wheels 
are of various diameters and widths, and are covered with 

buckleather coated with glue and emery. Here another rapid 
and dexterous process is observable. A tray of pens being 
placed most convemently to the grinder, one of them is caught 
up with the left hand ; it is then fixed in the pincers ; a 

momentary hiss is heard as it is held against the revolving 
wheel, and with & twit the pen is jerked out among those 
wMch have gone tirrough the operation. Every pen, how 

ever, has two grhidings ; one longitudinal, and the other 

crosswise?as is shown in the diagram?that the mbs may 
have their due degree of elasticity/ The grinding of steel 

pens, like all other processes in their manufacture wMch are 

of light description, requiring celerity of finger movement 
rather than the exertion of muscular power, is committed to 

females. 
' ' 

- " 

Even now the steel pen is not complete ; but we must pass 

rapidly over its remaining processes. After it is ground, it 

goes to be coloured. An old man will be seen in the illus 

tration, turning round an iron cylinder, something like a 

coffee-roasting apparatus, over a fire. This cylinder is filled 

with pens, wMch are thus subjected to a very gradual and 

regular heat. From 100 to 140 gross are put into such a 

cylinder, and about .5000 gross can be acted on in the course of 
a day. All the pens, thus far, have a bright steel appearance ; 

many of them are not coloured at all ; but those wMch are, 
are placed in the cylinder, where, after being exposed to the 
heat of the fire for five minutes, they assume a bronze colour, 
and in ten, they are covered with a deep bluish purple?the 
degree of hardness they possess being denoted by the light 
ness of the tint, and its diminution by the blueness that 

supervenes. 
When the pens have attained the hue most desirable, the 

contents of the cylinder are emptied into a large tray, in wMch 

they speedily cool, retaining precisely the tint they have 

acquired. They are then varnished by a solution of shell 

lac in spirits of wine. In this solution the pens are immersed, 
and subsequently exposed to the action of the open air that 
the spirit may evaporate. The shell-lac now appears hi a 

delicate white incrustation ; but carefully subjected to a 

proper degree of heat, it is melted, flows over the pen, and 

presents when cool a beautifully enamelled surface. As the 

pens have a tendency to stick together, the workmen discover 
no little dexterity when tossing and moving them about at tMs 

stage of the process ; for not only are the pens effectually 
separated and scattered, but not one of them falls to the 

ground. An inexpert hand could not do tMs. He would be 
conscious of a double difficulty ; and either allow the pens ot 

fall, or to become gregarious when they ought to be solitary. 
The final process is that of 

SLITTING. 

The late Rev. W. Beloe mentioned to a friend the following 
incident. Making a purchase in a stationer's shop, he observed 
a woman buy a quill pen, and ask more than once for it to be 

exchanged, on the plea that no one given her would write. 
The stationer somewhat annoyed, inquired at length what 
fault she could find with the pen. The woman's reply was 

not a little amusing : " 
How can a pen write when it has a slit 

in itr" And yet, gentle reader, despite of the objection, the 
steel pen manufacturer has the temerity to slit all Ms pens as 
the very finale of Ms manufacture. We give a view of the 

large room in wMch tMs is done ; the almost endless row of 

females, each one seated behind a press, is an extraordinary 
sight, but only one of many in an extensive and important 
steel-pen factory. 

The proper slitting of a pen will be found on due considera 
tion no easy task. Should it be regarded otherwise, let the 

person take a pair of scissors, and make a slit hi a sheet of tin 
or lead, and look ! what a gaping, wedge-like aperture there 

will he. Compare tMs for a moment with a steel pen, which 

requires to be pressed on the thumb-nail to show that it is slit, 
and the contrast will be fully apparent. And yet, so sharp 
and nicely-tempered is the slitting tool, and so accurately is 
the place of the pen determined by means of a guard, that a 

girl can hardly put it in the wrong position, and a pen slit 
on the wrong side is of very rare occurrence. So perfect, 
indeed, is the s?t, that it admits of no improvement ; and 
sometimes there are two, which is said to increase the facility 
in writing. The constant clicking of the machines is a 

singular sound, only accompanied by the clatter of women's 

tongues, relieved occasionally by a buoyant and cheerful 

laugh. 
To secure uniformity of quality, the pens are now tested, 

by the points of the pens being pressed against a small piece 
of bone placed on the thumb, and then thrown hito heaps, as 

good, bad, or indifferent. They are now ready to be affixed 
to cards, or weighed into grosses to be placed hi little paper 

boxes, and firmly sealed with the label that records then 

quality, arid the places whence they go forth. TMs is the 

work of a number of little people, whose fingers move with a 

dexterity and rapidity worthy their associates. 
In this, as hi various other mechamcal mampulations, the 

finger is quicker than the eye. The education of the hand hi 

various trades is a more important matter than would at first 

sight appear. If the reader ever watched the type-founder, as 

he pours the melted metal into the little steel matrix with 
one hand, and with the other touches a spring, closes the 

orifice, swings the mould upward in a way of Ms own, again 
touches the spring, and releases the newly-made metal letter, 

he would understand the peculiar readiness which the fingers 

acquire by virtue of constant practice. The twisting and 

straightening the cottons for candles, the rolling up of a cigar, 
the pasting of labels on pen or match-boxes, and the tying o? 

the twine wMch finally brings the packet of steel pens into a 

marketable condition, are all operations wMch, simple as they 
appear, are not easily acquired. 

It is thus by the union of talent, capital, and enterprise, now 

described, that we have not only good, but cheap steel pens. 

Eight shillings a gross hi 1830, they were sixpence a gross in 

1851. Mechanical facilities, meanwhile, have increased the 

wages of the persons employed twenty-five per cent. The 

younger girls earn from 5s. to 7s. a week ; the elder 12s. to 

14s. Some of the skilled workmen obtain Mgh wages, espe 

cially those who are tool-makers. One manufacturer in Bir 

mingham finds employment for about 1,200 pah of hands, he 

uses 120 tons of steel in a year, and sends out of his establish 

ment ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY MILLIONS OF PENS annually. 
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